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Level 3
Suitable for: young learners who have 

completed up to 150 hours 
of study in English

Type of English: British

Headwords: 600

Key words: 15 (see pages 2 and 4 of 
these Teacher’s Notes)

Subject words: 15 (see pages 2 and 5 of 
these Teacher’s Notes)

Key grammar: comparative adjectives, can 
for ability, present simple, 
present continuous

Summary of the Reader
In this Reader, we take a look at several different 
types of aircraft, learning how they fly and some 
of our reasons for using them. The first section 
covers small or light aircraft: hot air balloons, 
gliders, hang gliders and seaplanes. The next 
section focuses on helicopters, looking at how 
helicopters fly and how this makes them useful 
in lots of different situations. We then turn to 
jet planes, showing how they can be used for 
worldwide travel. We take a look inside a jet plane 
at the passengers and the cockpit and learn about 
the different things we can do to pass the time on 
a long flight. The final section of the Reader looks 
at space travel, exploring how astronauts travel 
into space and what they do there.

Introducing the topic: Aircraft
Before students read the book …

• Tell students they are going to read about 
different aircraft.

• As well as giving learners the chance to improve 
their English reading skills, the Reader also 
teaches many facts about aircraft. Ask students 
to find the following facts in the book:

– The air gets hot and the balloon flies higher 
and higher.

– The glider does not have an engine.

– Many hang gliders take off from high places.

– Seaplanes can take off and land on water.

– When helicopters take off, they fly straight up 
into the sky.

– Jet planes fly higher and faster than many 
aircraft.

– Rockets travel faster than jet planes. Rockets 
fly in space!

– We can now buy tickets for journeys into 
space.

Which of these facts did they already know? Did 
they learn anything new?

• Classroom project: Divide learners into ‘teams’. 
Each team chooses one of these: small aircraft, 
helicopters, jet planes or space travel. The 
teams then gather as much information and as 
many images as possible about their chosen 
subject (from the internet or from books and 
magazines) before making a presentation to 
show to the rest of the class.

 
 

Did you know … ?

In 1783, in France, one of the first hot air 
balloons carrying a sheep, a rooster, and  
a duck flew for eight minutes.
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Key words
(see page 4 of these Teacher’s Notes for the Key 
words in context)

air (n) propeller (n)

astronaut (n)  radio (n)

engine (n) rescue (v)

far (adj) rotor (n)

fire (n) travel (v / n)

firefighter (n) useful (adj)

flight attendant (n) wheel (n)

passenger (n)

Curriculum links
Geography
Use the Reader to introduce a discussion about 
world travel. Which places have students visited 
by plane? Which would they like to visit? How long 
does it take to fly to these places and what can 
they see when they get there? 

Science
Use the theme of flight to discuss modern 
technology and compare aircraft: comparatives 
are used throughout the Reader. For example, 
jet planes are faster than light aircraft and 
helicopters. Rockets fly higher and further. You 
could help students to make a chart, showing 
which aircraft are bigger, faster, fly further, are 
more fun / comfortable, more useful, etc. than 
others.

Literacy 
Balloon debate: Students work in five teams or in 
small groups of five. Each team or each student 
within the group of five chooses one of the five 
famous people to go up in a hot air balloon. They 
choose five words each to characterise their 
famous person (e.g. beautiful, clever, good, etc.). 
Then, they imagine that the balloon is losing height 
and to keep it up in the air, one by one, the famous 
people must be ‘voted’ out of the balloon. Students 
decide which person has the characteristics 
which are most valuable and so should stay in the 
balloon. 

Subject words
(see page 5 of these Teacher’s Notes for the 
Subject words in context)

aircraft (n) pilot (n)

cockpit (n) rocket (n)

glider (n) runway (n)

hang glider (n) seaplane (n)

helicopter (n) space shuttle (n)

hot air balloon (n) spaceship (n)

jet plane (n) take off (v)

land (v)

Maths
Students choose one of the aircraft featured in the 
Reader and use the internet to collect information 
about its top speed, weight and how many people 
it can carry. They then pool their information and 
prepare a chart with pictures and information 
about the aircraft.

Art
Students choose one of the aircraft from the 
Reader and draw it. Display their drawings on the 
classroom walls.
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Class Activities (After Reading)

Here are some activities to do with your class 
after reading Up in the Air. 

1. Make a poster
• Students form four groups. Assign one of the 

following categories to each group: Flying for 
fun (hot air balloon, glider, hang glider); Helping 
people (seaplane, helicopter); Seeing the world 
(jet plane); Exploring space (rocket, spaceship, 
space shuttle). Each group must collect pictures 
and information about their aircraft, from books 
or the internet. Then, they create a poster. 

• Possible information to include: fastest speed, 
number of passengers, length, weight, when 
invented, etc.

• When all the posters are ready, display them on 
the classroom walls.

2. Play hangman
• Form the class into two groups. Select one 

of the aircraft and put lines to represent the 
number of letters in the word on the board. 
Groups take it in turns to guess a letter.

• If the letter is not in the word, write it on the 
side of the board so that students do not use it 
again. If the letter they guess is correct, they 
have another turn. The first team to say the 
word wins a point.

3. Play a guessing game
• Students play in small groups. Read out clues 

about one of the aircraft and students must 
guess which it is. They must raise their hands 
and not shout out the answer if they think they 
know it.

Possible clues:

• Hot air balloon: It gets hot. It’s big. It’s for 
fun. It’s bigger than a glider.

• Glider: It’s like a small plane. It doesn’t have 
an engine. A plane takes it into the sky. It uses 
air. It can take off from a runway.

• Hang glider: It’s smaller than a hot air 
balloon. It’s only for one person. It can take 
off from high places. The pilot moves his body 
to move the aircraft.

• Seaplane: It can take off and land on water. It 
can help people at sea.

• Helicopter: It can fly straight up or down. 
It can fly from left to right. It doesn’t need 
a runway to land or take off. It can stop in 
the middle of the sky. It’s got a rotor. It can 
rescue people in dangerous places. It can put 
water on a forest fire. It can fly over a city 
and look for traffic problems or accidents.

• Jet plane: It’s got four engines. It flies higher 
and faster than a helicopter. It can travel very 
far. It’s got kitchens and televisions. It takes 
off and lands on a runway.

• Rocket: It is faster than a jet plane. It flies in 
space. It has got a spaceship on top.
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Key words

air ............................. The air gets hot and the balloon flies higher and higher. (p. 4)

astronaut ................ In 1969, two astronauts walked on the moon! (p. 20)

engine ...................... The glider does not have an engine. (p. 6)

far ............................. They can carry many more people and they can travel very far. (p. 14)

fire ............................ Here, the firefighters are putting water on the fire from the helicopter.  
(p. 12)

firefighter ................ Firefighters often use helicopters in their work. (p. 12)

flight attendant ..... The flight attendants work on the plane. (p. 17)

passenger ................ These passengers are eating dinner. (p. 16)

propeller.................. A propeller plane takes it into the sky. (p. 6)

radio ......................... She uses her radio. (p. 19)

rescue ...................... Because helicopters can take off and land in small spaces and stop in the 
middle of the sky, they can rescue people in mountains, forests and the 
sea. (p. 11)

rotor ......................... The rotor turns round and helps the helicopter fly. (p. 10)

travel ....................... Many people travel by jet plane every day. (p. 15) 

travel ....................... We use them for fun, for travel, for helping people and for learning. (p. 4)

useful ....................... Helicopters are very useful aircraft because they move in an interesting 
way. (p. 9)

wheel ........................ It has got four engines, 22 wheels and 16 passenger doors! (p. 14)
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aircraft .................... There are lots of different kinds of aircraft. (p. 4)

cockpit ..................... The pilot sits in the cockpit and flies the plane. (p. 19)

glider ........................ A glider is a small plane. (p. 6)

hang glider .............. A hang glider is smaller than a glider. (p. 7)

helicopter ................ When helicopters take off, they fly straight up into the sky. (p. 9)

hot air balloon ....... A hot air balloon is an aircraft. (p. 4)

jet plane .................. Jet planes fly higher and faster than many aircraft. (p. 14)

land .......................... Seaplanes can take off and land on water. (p. 8)

pilot .......................... The pilot’s job is very exciting. (p. 19)

rocket ....................... Rockets travel faster than jet planes. (p. 20)

runway ..................... Here the glider is taking off from the runway. (p. 6)

seaplane .................. Sometimes, when people have a problem at sea, seaplanes can help them. 
(p. 8)

space shuttle .......... Space shuttles carry astronauts into space. (p. 21)

spaceship ................ Astronauts travel in a spaceship on top of a rocket. (p. 20)

take off .................... Many hang gliders take off from high places. (p. 7)
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While-Reading activities

Activity 1 (pages 4–8)
Read the sentences. Write HA for hot air balloon, G for glider, 
HG for hang glider and S for seaplane.

1 It can help people when they have a problem.  

2 A plane takes it into the sky.  

3 Air inside it makes it go higher.  

4 It can take off from high places.  

5 It can take off from a runway.  

6 This aircraft can land on water.  

7 The pilot moves his body to move the aircraft.  

Activity 2 (pages 9–13)

Tick 4  the true sentences. Put a cross 8  next to the sentences 
that are not true.

 1 Helicopters are not very useful. 

 2 A helicopter needs a rotor to fly. 

 3 Helicopters have to use a runway. 

 4 A propeller helps the helicopter to fly. 

 5 Helicopters cannot carry a lot of water. 

 6 Helicopters can fly straight up and down. 

 7 Helicopters can stop in the middle of the sky. 

 8 Helicopters make problems when they fly over cities. 

 9 Helicopters are useful for television and radio stations. 

10 We use helicopters to rescue people in dangerous places. 
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Activity 3 (pages 14–19)
Label the jet plane with these words.

cockpit   door   engine   wheel

Activity 4 (pages 14–19)
Who are they? Write the words.

1 p _ _ _ _ 2 p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3  f _ _ _ _ _ 

a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Activity 5 (pages 14–19)
Circle the right words.

1 Jet planes can / cannot travel all over the world.

2 Jet planes fly faster / more slowly than helicopters.

3  Jet planes can carry more people / fewer people than a hot  

air balloon.

4 The jet plane pilot sits in a cockpit / runway and flies the plane.

5 Flight attendants help the passengers / pilots on the plane.

6 The pilot talks to people in the street / in the airport.

Activity 6 (pages 20–22)
Match. Draw lines.

1 Rockets travel faster a into space.

2 Astronauts travel in a spaceship  b walked on the moon!

3 Space shuttles carry astronauts  c and learn new things about it.

4 We can now buy tickets for d than jet planes.

5 Astronauts visit space  e journeys into space.

6 In 1969, two astronauts  f on top of a rocket.
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Activity 7 (pages 20–22)
Write a story about a journey in a rocket. Use the picture and  
these words to help you.

• Buy a ticket 

• Spaceship

• Rocket

• Take off

• Astronaut

• Travel in space

•  Have a holiday on (the  

Moon)
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After-Reading activities

Activity 1
Put the right words in the spaces below.

aircraft   engines   useful   take off   faster   space

1 A hot air balloon is a small .

2 Planes usually  from a runway.

3 Gliders have not got .

4 Jet planes are  than gliders.

5 Rockets can travel to .

6 Helicopters are very .

Activity 2
Find these words and circle them. 

aircraft   astronaut   cockpit   glider   jet plane   passenger    

pilot   rocket

p a s s e n g e r j

f s h e b j m n g e

z t t u l g n b c t

g r o c k e t m v p

c o c k p i t n d l

d n e q w y f b r a

u a i r c r a f t n

p u w a s d g v y e

j t x g l i d e r w

x s p i l o t q o a
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Activity 3
Circle the right words.

1 Only two people can travel in a glider / jet plane.

2 The air in the balloon gets hot / cold and the balloon flies.

3 Pilots / Passengers can watch television or a film.

4 Helicopters can land on a runway / on water.

5 A space shuttle has got a rocket and a glider / plane.

6 People in the airport / on the plane say ‘You can land now!’ 
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Answer Key

In the back of the Reader

Before You Read
1  a glider   b jet plane   c rocket   d helicopter 

e hot air balloon

2  These can be found on a plane: pilot, cockpit, 
passenger, flight attendant.

After You Read
1 a No   b No   c No   d No   e Yes

2 a  Students can name any aircraft from the 
book, for example: helicopter; jet plane; hot 
air balloon.

b The air inside the balloon gets hot, and hot 
air rises.

c S/he flies an aircraft. 

d for taking off and landing

e for example: flight attendant, stairs, beds, 
televisions

f Because they can take off and land in small 
spaces. They can carry a lot of water.

3  Example answer: I like helicopters because they 
are useful. They can fly up and down and into 
small spaces. We can use them to rescue people.

In these Teacher’s Notes

While-Reading activities

Activity 1
1 S   2 G   3 HA   4 HG   5 G   6 S   7 HG

Activity 2
1 8   2 4   3 8   4 8   5 8   6 4   7 4   8 8   9 4   
10 4

Activity 3
Students label the plane.

Activity 4
1 pilot   2 passengers   3 flight attendant

Activity 5
1 d   2 f   3 a   4 e   5 c   6 b

Activity 6
Students’ own answers

After-Reading activities

Activity 1
1 aircraft   2 take off   3 engines   4 faster    
5 space   6 useful

Activity 2

p a s s e n g e r j

f s h e b j m n g e

z t t u l g n b c t

g r o c k e t m v p

c o c k p i t n d l

d n e q w y f b r a

u a i r c r a f t n

p u w a s d g v y e

j t x g l i d e r w

x s p i l o t q o a

Activity 3
1 glider   2 hot   3 Passengers   4 on a runway    
5 plane   6 in the airport


